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QUESTION 1

Which TWO statements are true when deciding which Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) region to register an Exadata
Cloud@Customer infrastructure in? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. Exadata Cloud@Customer is hosted in a customer data center so the Exadata infrastructure is not registered in an
OCI region. 

B. Consider any business policies or regulations that preclude the use of a particular region. 

C. Consider the physical proximity of the region you register the infrastructure in to your data center. 

D. The Exadata Cloud@Customerregion can be changed after the infrastructure is created. 

E. Consider which availability domain (within the region) to create the Exadata Cloud@Customer infrastructure in. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

You define a maintenance window for your MySQL DB systems. When the automatic maintenance process takes place,
which TWO activities does the system perform while its status is set to UPDATING? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. It patches the MySQL server itself along withany underlying hardware. 

B. It analyzes, rebuilds, and optimizes MySQL database tables and indexes. 

C. It patches the underlying operating system of the MySQL database. 

D. It upgrades the associated compute instance to the latest Linux operating system version. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

In Exadata Cloud Service, you use Oracle Data Guard for disaster recovery. What is the minimum egress requirement
needed to enable Data Guard between Exadata Cloud Services? 

A. Tcp traffic only for port 1521 and port 22 

B. Tcp traffic only for port 1521 

C. Tcp traffic only for port 22 

D. Open for all protocols 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which two circumstances are FALSE when you use the Console to recover a DB systemdatabase from a backup stored
in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. The pp system has no access to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage service location where the backup is
stored. 

B. You want to restore to an existing System Change Number (SCN). 

C. Data Guard must be disabled, or you must first remove the Data Guard association by terminating the standby
database before you can restore the database. 

D. Restore the database from an unmanaged backup in Object Storage created directly by using RMAN. 

E. Restore the database from a backup in Object Storage that was created by using the Console or the API. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are considering whether or not to implement bare metal or virtual machine shapes. Which TWO statements are true
about bare metal and virtual machine (VM) database (DB) systems? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. Both bare metal and vm DB systems support two-node Real Application Clusters (RAC) systems. 

B. The Console, API, and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure CLI are options for managing bare metal DB systems. 

C. Bare metal shapes determine the total raw storage allocated to bare metal DB systems. 

D. Bare metal and VM DB can only have a single Database Home, and the single database will be the version of the
Database Home. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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